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British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, CanadaABSTRACT Cell surface receptors have been extensively studied because they initiate and regulate signal transduction
cascades leading to a variety of functional cellular outcomes. An important class of immune receptors (e.g., T-cell antigen recep-
tors) whose ligands are anchored to the surfaces of other cells remain poorly understood. The mechanism by which ligand
binding initiates receptor phosphorylation, a process termed ‘‘receptor triggering’’, remains controversial. Recently, direct
measurements of the (two-dimensional) receptor-ligand complex lifetimes at cell-cell interface were found to be smaller than
(three-dimensional) lifetimes in solution but the underlying mechanism is unknown. At the cell-cell interface, the receptor-ligand
complex spans a short intermembrane distance (15 nm) compared to long surface molecules (LSMs) whose ectodomains span
>40 nm and these LSMs include phosphatases (e.g., CD45) that dephosphorylate the receptor. It has been proposed that size-
based segregation of LSMs from a receptor-ligand complex is a mechanism of receptor triggering but it is unclear whether the
mechanochemistry supports such small-scale segregation. Here we present a nanometer-scale mathematical model that
couples membrane elasticity with the compressional stiffness and lateral mobility of LSMs. We find robust supradiffusive segre-
gation of LSMs from a single receptor-ligand complex. The model predicts that LSM redistribution will result in a time-dependent
tension on the complex leading to a decreased two-dimensional lifetime. Interestingly, the model predicts a nonlinear relation-
ship between the three- and two-dimensional lifetimes, which can enhance the ability of receptors to discriminate between
similar ligands.INTRODUCTIONThe binding of ligands to specific cell surface receptors
initiates intracellular signaling cascades that lead to various
cellular responses (e.g., proliferation, differentiation,
survival, etc.). Given their importance in initiating and regu-
lating cellular responses, cell surface receptors have been
intensively studied. The process by which ligand binding
produces intracellular signaling, termed ‘‘receptor trig-
gering’’, is well understood for some classes of receptors
but remains poorly understood for others. We briefly discuss
three classes of receptor: 1), heterotrimeric guanine nucleo-
tide-binding protein G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs);
2), receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs); and 3), noncatalytic
tyrosine-phosphorylated receptors (NTRs) (the least under-
stood, and the focus of this article). NTRs include an impor-
tant class of immune cell receptors that are directly
responsible for fundamental immunological decisions and,
crucially, the discrimination of foreign antigenic ligands
from self (1,2). These immune receptors contain conserved
tyrosine-containing motifs (e.g., ITAMs, ITIMs, ITSMs; see
Davis and van der Merwe (1) for a review) in their cyto-
plasmic tails. In contrast to RTKs, these receptors do not
contain intrinsic catalytic activity and are instead regulatedSubmitted December 17, 2011, and accepted for publication February 7,
2012.
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0006-3495/12/03/1265/9 $2.00by extrinsic kinases and phosphatases. In contrast to
GPCRs, NTRs do not have multiple transmembrane
domains and binding-induced conformational changes in
their cytoplasmic tails have not been conclusively
demonstrated.
The vast majority of NTR ligands are either surface-
anchored molecules or soluble molecules that only trigger
NTRs when bound to surfaces (e.g., IgG). This stands in
contrast to GPCRs and RTKs, whose ligands are typically
soluble. The best-characterized example of an NTR is the
T-cell antigen receptor (TCR) (2). This surface receptor
binds antigen, in the form of short peptides bound to
major-histocompatibility complexes (pMHC), anchored to
the surface of antigen-presenting cells. At the cell-cell inter-
face, pMHC binding to TCRs triggers intracellular signaling
that may lead to T cell activation.
A key observation made >20 years ago is that the TCR-
pMHC complex spans a short intermembrane distance
(z13 nm) compared to other T-cell surface molecules that
have ectodomains spanning 50 nm (3) (Fig. 1). Interestingly,
one of the most abundant of these long surface molecules
(LSMs) on T cells is a transmembrane phosphatase
(CD45) that constitutively dephosphorylates the TCR.
Based on this observation, it was predicted that the TCR-
pMHC complex would be spatially segregated from CD45
allowing the constitutively active kinase, Lck (4), to phos-
phorylate the receptor (Fig. 1). Evidence for this ‘‘kinetic-
segregation’’ model of receptor triggering (1) has comedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.02.006
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FIGURE 1 Schematic of the T-cell surface comparing long surface mole-
cules (LSMs), such as the tyrosine phosphatases CD45 and CD148, to the
short complex formed by the T-cell receptor (TCR) binding to peptide
major-histocompatibility complexes (pMHCs) on the antigen-presenting
cell (APC) surface. In the absence of an APC surface, the TCR is unphos-
phorylated because the constitutive activity of the tyrosine kinase Lck is
countered by the constitutive activity of CD45/CD148 (not shown). Upon
binding cognate pMHC on an APC surface, LSMs are predicted to spatially
segregate from the TCR-pMHC complex because of their long ectodomains
and this segregation promotes phosphorylation of the TCR signaling chains
(shown). For clarity, only a single TCR signaling chain is shown.
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FIGURE 2 Schematic of binding-induced reorganization of long surface
molecules (LSMs). (A) In the absence of a receptor-ligand interaction, the
membranes are not deformed and uncompressed LSMs are uniformly
distributed. (B) Initial receptor-ligand binding requires the membranes to
deform and therefore, nearby LSMs undergo compression in their ectodo-
mains. (C) At equilibrium, a balance between the entropic energy of
LSM redistribution and ectodomain compression produces a nonuniform
LSM distribution. Relevant length scales are indicated and the scale bar
indicates 10 nm.
1266 Allard et al.from studies that show abolished receptor triggering when
the TCR-pMHC complex is elongated or the ectodomain
of CD45 is truncated, impeding size-based segregation
(5,6). Other NTRs (e.g., Dectin-1 (7), NKG2D and
KIR2DL1 (8,9)) may share similar mechanisms of activa-
tion. A schematic of the kinetics of size-based segregation
is shown in Fig. 2 and detailed by Davis and van der
Merwe (1).
Although kinetic segregation is a plausible mechanism of
receptor triggering, a detailed mechanistic understanding of
the process is missing. In particular, given the extremely
high sensitivity of T cells to small numbers of agonist
pMHC ligands (10), it is natural to ask whether the
mechanics of the cell membrane and LSMs support segrega-
tion at the scale of a single receptor-ligand complex. Theo-
retical considerations (11–16) have thus far focused on
large-scale spatial patterns (approximately micrometers)
that form over large temporal scales (approximately
minutes) after initial receptor triggering.
The reaction off-rate constant (koff), the reciprocal of
which determines the lifetime of a receptor-ligand complex
in solution, is known to modulate the cellular response.
Measurements of koff have been widely reported for GPCRs
and RTKs binding their natural ligands and engineered vari-
ants (17). Typically, in assays to measure koff, one of the
binding partners is confined to a surface while the other is
in solution (e.g., surface plasmon resonance and radiola-
beled ligand binding). Similar studies have reported solution
off-rates between NTRs and their ligands (18) and in the
case of the TCR, experiments have highlighted the impor-Biophysical Journal 102(6) 1265–1273tance of the off-rate in determining the cellular response
(19,20). Given that NTRs and their ligands are confined to
the two-dimensional plasma membrane, efforts have been
made in recent years to directly measure the two-dimen-
sional receptor-ligand reaction rates (21,22) rather than
the three-dimensional solution rates. The measured two-
dimensional koff was found to be much larger than the
three-dimensional koff. However, the reasons for this remain
unclear.
Here we formulate a nanometer-scale mechanical model
that couples membrane bending and LSM compression,
induced by a short receptor-ligand binding event, to the
lateral mobility of LSMs. We find robust supradiffusive
segregation of LSMs from a single receptor-ligand complex,
supporting LSM segregation as a plausible model of
receptor triggering. Our dynamic model, which focuses on
receptor-ligand unbinding, predicts that LSM reorganiza-
tion will produce a time-dependent tension on the
receptor-ligand complex that increases the unbinding rate.
The consequence of this time-dependent tension is that, in
addition to increasing the two-dimensional membrane
Mechanical Modulation of Receptor-Ligand Interactions 1267off-rate, the model predicts a nonlinear relationship between
three- and two-dimensional off-rates, providing what
appears to be a novel mechanical source of ligand sensi-
tivity, which, for example, can contribute to antigen discrim-
ination by immune cells.METHODS
Coupling membrane mechanics to surface
molecule dynamics
Wemodel the lateral motion of LSMs on the plasma membrane with a drift-
diffusion equation,
vP
vt
¼ DV2Pþ mV$ðPVEPÞ; (1)
where P(r,t) is the concentration of LSMs at distance r from the ligand-
receptor complex, D is the diffusion coefficient, m is the mobility (related
to D by the Einstein relation D ¼ mkBT), and Ep is the positional energy
of a single LSM. We take the simplest Hookean model for the LSM elas-
ticity, written as
EP ¼ 1
2
kp

zp  zðr; tÞ
2
; (2)
where kp is the effective compressional stiffness of an LSM, z(r,t) is the
intermembrane distance at position r and time t, and zp is the ectodomain
length of LSMs. A schematic of these length-scales is shown in Fig. 2.
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 describes the flow of
LSMs away from regions of small intermembrane separation. We have
not included any steric effects due to crowding because the initial uniform
concentration of LSMs (P0) is much smaller than 1/A z 10,000 mm
2,
where A is the area of a typical LSM. We do not find LSM concentrations
near this crowding limit in the calculations presented here.
To determine z(r,t), we minimize the total mechanical energy E of the
system. We discuss the assumption of fast mechanical equilibration in
the Supporting Material. We use the standard Canham-Helfrich form for
the membrane energy (23) assuming membrane bending is small and that
changes in surface tension are negligible, which is expected at small
length-scales (11). The mechanical energy of the system is thus written
as a sum of membrane bending (first term) and LSM compression (second
term),
E ¼
ZZ
1
2
kM

V2z
2þPEPdA; (3)
where kM is the membrane-bending stiffness. To describe the situation when
both membranes deform we multiply kM by 2 (i.e., kM/ 2kM).
Using scaling arguments (see the Supporting Material), we predict that
a receptor-ligand bond will influence membrane bending on the scale of
w ~ (kM/kpP0)
1/4, which we confirm using numerical calculations. There-
fore, all computations are performed on an annular patch of membrane,
r0 < r < rmax, where r0 is the receptor radius and rmax[ (kM/kp)
1/4. We
assume that LSMs are sterically occluded from the receptor-ligand bond
site (inner boundary conditions) and, given that results are independent of
outer boundary conditions, we use no-flux for these. We assume that far
away from the receptor-ligand complex, the membranes are held at
a distance z(rmax) ¼ zp (e.g., by nonspecific adhesion). At r0, the membrane
is held at z(r0)¼ z0, the length of a receptor-ligand complex. The tension on
the receptor-ligand complex is given by f(t) ¼ vE/vz(r,t)jr¼r0 by the prin-
ciple of virtual work. Details of the numerical method we use to solve
Eqs. 1 and 3 are presented in the Supporting Material.Receptor-ligand kinetics
The unbinding rate of a receptor-ligand complex is no longer time-indepen-
dent when the bond is subjected to a time-dependent tension, f(t). In this
case, the effective unbinding rate (koff(t)) can be related to the tension as
koffðtÞ ¼ k0off exp

f ðtÞ
fB

; (4)
where k0off is the unstressed off-rate constant, which we henceforth call the
‘‘intrinsic’’ off-rate, and fb is the force scale constant. This relation is vari-
ously known as Bell’s model (24) or Kramer’s model (25) and has experi-
mental support in a variety of protein-protein interactions (26–28). We note
that a time-varying bond tension means that the distribution of unbinding
times will no longer be exponential and in fact, Eq. 4 defines a nonhomoge-
neous Poisson process whose cumulative probability distribution of
unbinding times is
P

toff<t
 ¼ 1 exp
 

Z t
0
koff

~t

d~t
!
:
This allows us to compute the mean time before unbinding,
toff ¼
ZN
0
t
d
dt
P

toff<t

dt
¼
ZN
0
exp
 
 k0off
Z t
0
exp
 
f

~t

fB
!
d~t
!
dt: (5)
We define the effective or apparent off-rate constant as k*off ¼ 1/ t*off.Assumptions about the receptor-ligand
attachment process
We assume that, at t ¼ 0, a receptor-ligand bond has formed and that the
LSM concentration is initially uniform. For a receptor-ligand bond to
form, the membranes must come into proximity. This can occur by LSMs
being preevacuated; or LSMs becoming compressed; or a combination of
both. In the Supporting Material we show that the spontaneous formation
of a preevacuated region of LSM through diffusion is an exceedingly rare
event. This suggests that attachment depends on an active process, likely
driven by the cytoskeleton (21). An alternative possibility is that attachment
occurs when LSM is transiently compressed by random fluctuations of the
membrane and LSM itself, which we also show is unlikely in the Support-
ing Material. In either case, these mechanisms lead to an LSM distribution
unperturbed from its equilibrium distribution at the moment of receptor-
ligand attachment. Estimate would be different if LSM were collected in
protein islands, for example in lipid rafts (29).RESULTS
Long surface molecules readily segregate from
short receptor-ligand complexes
Receptor-ligand binding requires that molecules be laterally
aligned on opposing membrane patches that are in close
proximity. The mechanical model allows the time-evolution
of the system to be followed in detail after receptor-ligandBiophysical Journal 102(6) 1265–1273
1268 Allard et al.binding. In Fig. 3 Awe show the LSM concentration profile
for several time points after receptor-ligand binding and in
Fig. 3Bwe show the LSM depletion zonewidth as a function
of time.We readily observe segregation of LSMs on a spatial
scale of 100 nm and a temporal scale of ~1 ms. Using
scaling arguments (see the Supporting Material), we find
that the depletion timescale is
tdeplete 

w2
D
 
kBT
kP

zp  z0
2
!
;
where w is the lateral length scale (w ¼ kM/kpP0)1/4), kBT is
the thermal energy scale, and all other quantities are defined
in Table 1. We observe that when kp(zpz0)2z kBT, deple-
tion is diffusion-limited, whereas when kp(zpz0)2[ kBT,
which is the case here (because, for our parameters, kBT/kp
(zpz0)2 ¼ 0.03), we have supradiffusive LSM depletion.
To determine how the model parameters alter LSM segre-
gation, we recorded the asymptotic (steady-state) LSM
depletion zone width, which was reached in <1 s in our
model for parameters other than the default set (Table 1).
Heat maps showing the LSM depletion zone width as a func-
tion of P0, kp, and z0zp are shown in Fig. 3, C and D. We
find LSM segregation of >50 nm for the majority of param-
eter space. LSM segregation of<50 nm requires an increase
in P0 of an order of magnitude, a decrease in kp by more than
an order of magnitude, or a decrease in z0zp from 37 nm to
<18 nm.A B
C D
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Biophysical Journal 102(6) 1265–1273In summary, the model predicts robust segregation of
LSMs from a newly formed short receptor-ligand complex
for a wide range of parameter values. This supradiffusive
segregation occurs on a millisecond timescale. Therefore,
LSM segregation is a plausible model of NTR triggering
when the phosphatase responsible for NTR dephosphoryla-
tion has a long ectodomain (i.e., the phosphatase can be
identified as an LSM) and when the kinase is constitutively
active.LSM compression and spatial reorganization
leads to a time-varying bond tension
The difference in intermembrane distance between ligand-
bound NTRs and ectodomains of LSMs has led to the
prediction that receptor-ligand complexes are under tension.
We use the mathematical model to determine the receptor-
ligand bond tension after a binding event (Fig. 4 A). Initially,
the proximity of LSMs to the complex produces a large
bond tension (f0 ¼ 55 pN) but this tension quickly decays
to the steady-state value (fss ¼ 18 pN) as LSMs are rapidly
depleted near the complex. The half-life of this tension
decay, tf, is on the same scale as the supradiffusive LSM
depletion, which for the default parameters occurs at
10 ms. Interestingly, this large change in tension, which is
the result of LSMs pushing on the membrane and hence
on the receptor-ligand complex, occurs despite only small
changes in the intermembrane separation (see Fig. S1 in
the Supporting Material). In other words, small membrane0 60
0
50 nm
100 nm
150 nm
200 nm
0.02 0.025 0.03
)
FIGURE 3 Robust segregation of long surface
molecules from a receptor-ligand complex. (A)
The concentration profile of LSMs as a function
of the distance from the receptor-ligand complex
(at 0 nm) at seven time points after a receptor-
ligand binding event (t ¼ 0.000, 0.001, 0.002,
0.007, 0.025, 0.075, and 1.5 s; arrow indicates
direction of increasing time). (B) The LSM deple-
tion zone width in panel A as a function of time.
The depletion zone is the distance between the
LSM concentration that is halfway between the
maximum and minimum concentration. (C and
D) Contours showing the asymptotic (steady-state)
LSM depletion zone width as a function of the
initial LSM concentration (P0) versus the compres-
sional stiffness of LSMs (kp) in panel C and the
difference in length between LSMs and the
receptor-ligand complex (zpz0) in panelD. Segre-
gation is observed over a wide range of parameter
values. (Solid diamond) Default parameters used in
panels A and B (see Table 1) and additional
symbols indicate parameter regimes shown in
Fig. 5.
TABLE 1 Parameter definitions and estimates
Parameter Description Value Ref.
D Diffusion coefficient of LSMs 0.01 mm2/s (37)
kp Compressional stiffness of LSMs 0.1 pN/nm (38)
zp Height of LSMs 50 nm (3,39)
kM Membrane bending stiffness 50 pN/nm (40)
z0 Receptor-ligand complex height 13 nm (3,39)
P0 Initial LSM concentration 1000 mm
2 (39)
fB Receptor-ligand force scale 10 pN (21)
k0off Receptor-ligand intrinsic off-rate 0.01–10 s
1 (14,39)
See the Supporting Material for a detailed discussion of parameter values.
Mechanical Modulation of Receptor-Ligand Interactions 1269bending (~1%) lead to large changes in receptor-ligand
bond tension (~65%). This sensitivity occurs because
tension is proportional to the third spatial derivative of
membrane shape (30).
As before, we calculate the initial tension (f0), change in
tension (f0  fss), and the half-time of tension decay (tf) as
a function of the model parameters (Fig. 4, B–G). We find
that large changes in the parameters are required for large
changes in model outputs with the exception of the LSM
compressional stiffness constant (kp), which sensitively
determines the half-time of tension decay (Fig. 4 F). We
find rapid tension decay, as exhibited by small decay half-
time (tf), occurs in parameter regimes that produce large
changes in tension relative to the bond force scale (i.e.,
(f0–fss)/fB[ 1).Time-varying bond tension leads to sensitivity in
bond lifetimes
The unbinding rate of bonds under tension is modified from
their unstressed intrinsic unbinding rate constant (k0off). To
illustrate this, consider the probability that a receptor-ligand
complex remains bound as a function of time (Fig. 5 A). In
the absence of tension, we obtain the expected exponentially
decreasing probability, which appears linear on a semilog
plot (dashed line). In the presence of a constant time-inde-
pendent tension we also obtain a linear decrease, with
a larger negative slope that depends on the magnitude of
the applied tension (dotted line). However, when the tension
is time-dependent, as predicted by the mathematical model
(Fig. 4 A), we observe a highly nonlinear decrease in the
probability (solid curve). In all cases, we can use this prob-
ability to define the mean unbinding time whose reciprocal
defines an effective or apparent off-rate, k*off. In this way,
k*off can be identified as the stressed two-dimensional
membrane off-rate and k0off as the unstressed three-dimen-
sional solution off-rate.
In Fig. 5 B we use the mathematical model to relate k0off
to k*off and hence predict the relationship between the three-
dimensional and two-dimensional off-rates (solid curve for
default parameter values). There are several features of
this curve that we discuss in turn. We observe that when
k*off [ 1/tf (recall that 1/tf ¼ 1/(0.01 s) ¼ 100 s1 forthe default parameters), the complex rapidly dissociates
and only experiences the initial tension whereas, when
k*off  1/tf, the complex remains bound long past the
tension decay and therefore experiences only the final
steady-state tension. In these extremes, the relation between
k0off and k*off is linear and is given by Eq. 4 with f(t) equal to
f0 and fss, respectively. The probability of remaining bound
as a function of time in these cases is exponential (Fig. 5 C, i
and iii). However, when k*off ~ 1/tf, we observe a highly
nonlinear relationship between k0off and k*off, which is
a direct result of a nonexponential unbinding process that
occurs when the complex experiences a time-dependent
tension (Fig. 5 C, ii). The implication of this result is that
small changes in k0off can result in large changes in k*off.
Put another way, a time-dependent bond tension means
that the two-dimensional membrane off-rate, k*off, is sensi-
tive to small changes in the intrinsic off-rate, k0off.
As discussed above, the initial and final tensions deter-
mine the asymptotic values relating k0off to k*off, and tf
determines the effective off-rate where this transition
occurs. However, f0, fss, and tf are not independently
controlled by individual model parameters (see Fig. 4,
B–G), and therefore it is difficult to predict by intuition
alone how the system parameters will alter the relationship
between k0off and k*off. Therefore, in Fig. 5 B we show the
predicted relationship between k0off and k*off for six
different parameter regimes that are indicated in Fig. 3, C
and D, and Fig. 4, B–G, by various symbols. For parameter
regimes where the tension reduction is small (f0z fss), the
nonlinear relationship between k0off and k*off is lost (open
symbols). On the other hand, for parameter regimes where
the change in tension is large, we observe a much larger
nonlinear regime that occurs at small values of k0off.
In summary, the mathematical model predicts that the
conversion between three-dimensional and apparent two-
dimensional off-rates may require more than a simple
multiplicative constant and that such a conversion may
depend on the value of the three-dimensional off-rate.
The consequence of this is that small changes in the
three-dimensional off-rate may give rise to large changes
in the apparent two-dimensional off-rate and therefore,
the process of LSM segregation may provide a signaling-
independent source of mechanical sensitivity to bond
lifetimes.DISCUSSION
We present a mathematical model that couples the
mechanics of membrane deformations and LSM ectodo-
main compression to the lateral motion of LSMs to investi-
gate the initial dynamics following receptor-ligand binding.
The mathematical model has several implications for trig-
gering models of NTRs and for predicting the effective
two-dimensional membrane off-rate from three-dimen-
sional solution measurements.Biophysical Journal 102(6) 1265–1273
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FIGURE 4 LSM compression and spatial reor-
ganization leads to a time-varying bond tension.
(A) Tension on the receptor-ligand complex as
a function of time. The initial (f0) and steady-state
(fss) tension are indicated in addition to the half-life
of tension decay (tf). (B–G) Heat maps showing f0
(B and C), f0–fss (D and E), and tf (F and G) as
a function of the initial LSM concentration (P0),
the LSM compressional stiffness (kp), and the
difference in length between LSMs and the
receptor-ligand complex (zpz0). Parameter
regimes that produce large initial tensions and
consequently, large changes in tension, lead to
small tension decay half-times. Default parameters
are listed in Table 1.
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and when zp–z0 ¼ 47 nm (solid circles) or zp–z0 ¼ 27 nm (open circles).
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Pioneering experiments revealed size-based segregation at
membrane interfaces (31–33), which motivated mathemat-
ical studies focused on interface dynamics (11–16). These
models describe populations of receptors, ligands, and
LSM, which interact via membrane mechanics and exhibit
patterns on large spatial (~1 mm) and temporal (~1 min)
scales. Following recent experiments reporting information
at the scale of single receptor-ligand bonds (21,22), we
analyzed membrane-mediated mechanics of a single
receptor-ligand in a population of LSM, considering
dynamics on small spatial (~10 nm) and temporal (<1 s)
scales. At larger scales, receptor-ligand kinetics has been
modeled using energetic considerations where koff is not
explicit (11,15,16), or koff has been assumed to be indepen-
dent of mechanical forces (12,14). These assumptions
conceal the nonlinear relationship between two- and three-
dimensional kinetics we report here. In Burroughs and
Wu¨lfing (13), detachment was time-dependent; however,
local membrane deformation in the vicinity of a bond was
treated as a constant model parameter and the (dynamic)
effective detachment rate was not reported. Our work is
also related to recent models of membrane mechanics in
response to forces exerted on membrane-bound protein
complexed (34,35). In contrast to several above-mentioned
models, our membrane dynamics are considerably simpli-
fied, allowing model analysis and derivation of scaling rela-
tions while still capturing the observed differences between
two- and three-dimensional unbinding rates (see the Sup-
porting Material).Implications for the kinetic segregation model
The process by which ligand binding to NTRs at cell-cell
interfaces initiates intracellular signaling remains contro-
versial (2). The kinetic-segregation model (1) posits that
in the absence of ligand, NTRs remain unphosphorylated
because phosphatase activity is higher than the kinase
activity. Binding of a ligand to an NTR forces LSMs,
many of which are phosphatases, to be depleted near the
receptor-ligand complex tilting the local balance in favor
of NTR phosphorylation. We have shown that this qualita-
tive description is a quantitatively plausible model of NTR
triggering on the scale of a single NTR, and is robust to
parameter variations.
A key concern in the kinetic-segregation model is the
speed at which triggering can take place. We have shown
that such segregation is supradiffusive on the millisecond
timescale because of the mechanical exclusion of phos-
phatases from the receptor-ligand complex. In contrast,These symbols correspond to parameter regimes indicated in Fig. 5, C
and D, and Fig. 4, B–G. We find that k*off is sensitive to small changes
in k0off.
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diffusion-limited.Implications for TCR ligand discrimination
The discrimination of antigens by T cells is a well-docu-
mented phenomenon. It has been shown that a robust
T cell response to cognate pMHC is abolished when
a peptide mutation increases the solution off-rate by a factor
of 3 (36) and it is also known that T cells show no response
when encountering antigen-presenting cells (APCs) with
a high concentration of endogenous pMHC thought to
have three-dimensional off-rates not much larger than
agonist pMHC. The nonlinearity between the effective
two-dimensional off-rate, which is the relevant rate for
antigen discrimination, and the intrinsic three-dimensional
off-rate, predicted by our model, means that small changes
in the three-dimensional off-rate can give rise to large
changes in the effective two-dimensional off-rate. It follows
that size-based segregation is a mechanical mechanism for
antigen discrimination.Passive and active mechanisms modulating
membrane reactions
Recently, the first direct measurements of koff between
TCRs and pMHC at membrane interfaces were reported
(21,22). These two-dimensional membrane off-rates were
found to be larger than the corresponding three-dimensional
solution measurements. The mechanism(s) underlying these
differences likely involve both active and passive processes.
In this study, we have focused on a passive process that can
modulate receptor-ligand bond lifetimes based on differen-
tial size of LSMs and receptor-ligand complexes. Size-
based segregation has been experimentally observed in
multiple systems (5,8,9). The predicted relationship
between three-dimensional and two-dimensional off-rates
(Fig. 5) can be experimentally determined using a panel
of ligands with a large variation in the three-dimensional
off-rates. It would be useful to perform these experiments
in the absence of binding-induced signaling to decouple
active and passive processes. Furthermore, this system can
be used to explore whether decreasing the relative size of
the receptor-ligand complex, the LSM ectodomain length,
or reducing the concentration of LSMs, will modify the rela-
tionship between three- and two-dimensional off-rates as
predicted by the model (Fig. 5). These experiments will
inform on the underlying mechanisms mediating the
increase in the membrane off-rate compared to solution.
Experiments have provided evidence that active
processes modulate receptor-ligand bond lifetimes at
membrane interfaces. Inhibitors of the actin cytoskeleton
were found to increase the TCR/pMHC membrane lifetime
(21,22), suggesting that the cytoskeleton acts to destabilize
TCR/pMHC complexes. Huppa et al. (22) found that theBiophysical Journal 102(6) 1265–1273TCR/pMHC membrane off-rate was similar to solution
measurements when using cytoskeletal inhibitors, whereas
Huang et al. (21) found that the TCR/pMHC membrane
off-rate, although smaller in the presence of cytoskeletal
inhibitors, remained substantially larger compared to solu-
tion measurements. A key difference between these studies
is that Huang et al. (21) performed experiments during
initial binding whereas Huppa et al. (22) performed experi-
ments after the formation of microclusters. It is plausible
that the tension on the receptor-ligand bond induced by
passive size-based segregation is distributed among multiple
TCR-pMHC complexes in microclusters. Importantly,
Huang et al. (21) have shown that the cytoskeleton is insuf-
ficient to explain the difference between three- and two-
dimensional off-rates. The mathematical model we have
constructed is based on passive processes and is valid for
initial binding, before active signaling-induced processes
take place that may further modulate receptor-ligand inter-
actions. As our understanding of the cytoskeleton, and other
processes that determine the distribution of membrane
receptors (e.g., protein islands, rafts), improves, it will be
important to develop mechanistic models that can explain
their effects on receptor-ligand binding.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Additional information with two figures and references (37–49) is
available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(12)
00206-8.
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